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Mobile cloud computing is a dynamic, virtually scalable and network based computing
environment where mobile device acts as a thin client and applications run on remote
cloud servers. Mobile cloud computing resources required by different users depend on
their respective personalized applications. Therefore, efficient resource provisioning in
mobile clouds is an important aspect that needs special attention in order to make the
mobile cloud computing a highly optimized entity. This paper proposes an adaptive model
for efficient resource provisioning in mobile clouds by predicting and storing resource
usages in a two dimensional matrix termed as resource provisioning matrix. These
resource provisioning matrices are further used by an independent authority to predict
future required resources using artificial neural network. Independent authority also
checks and verifies resource usage bill computed by cloud service provider using resource
provisioning matrices. It provides cost computation reliability for mobile customers in
mobile cloud environment. Proposed model is implemented on Hadoop using three differ-
ent applications. Results indicate that proposed model provides better mobile cloud
resources utilization as well as maintains quality of service for mobile customer. Proposed
model increases battery life of mobile device and decreases data usage cost for mobile
customer.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cloud user can be an individual or an organization that takes services from the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). CSP provides
storage management, universal data access, avoids capital and maintenance expenditure on hardware as well as on software.
It is an emerging business model that delivers information technology services over the internet in an elastic, self-
provisioned, dynamic and cost-effective manner with guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) [1]. Cloud computing follows three
main service models viz. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). The
requirement of cloud service model depends upon the needs of end user. CSP provides dynamic memory allocation, process-
ing power and network bandwidth for the clients programs in order to execute them smoothly [2]. As the load of the user
programs executing at the cloud increases, more resources are provisioned and as the load decreases, resources are revoked
from the cloud user and made available where ever these are needed. CSP can also provides the software development
environment to cloud users which will assist in software development process by removing the complexities involved with
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licensing, number of users and software counterfeit. Cloud users also have not to worry about the updates of software and
resources. Cloud provides applications such as gmail, dropbox and google drive over the internet to perform specific tasks.
Cloud user can use different applications without worrying about all backend activities [3,4].

With increase in number of smart phone applications and availability of network bandwidth, user can perform many
tasks from mobiles device itself irrespective of its location or mobility. Smart phones also have their constraints such as
low battery life and less computation power which make these devices unable to run high computational applications for
longer period of time. Although, these applications can be offloaded to remote servers where major execution can take place
and results are sent back to mobile devices. Cloud computing provides virtually infinite remote servers which are available
on demand and with pay as you use pricing model. So, mobile cloud computing can be stated as the concept where cloud
resources are used for mobile application execution and only desired results are sent back to user’s mobile device using
the internet [5]. Mobile devices can also be used to create a peer to peer mobile cloud environment for resource sharing
which can be used for different applications such as image processing, natural language processing and disaster recovery
[6]. However, along with many benefits of mobile cloud computing, it also inherits many issues such as limited battery life,
disconnection due to low reception in remote areas, underutilized cloud resources, increased cost and security of contents
hosted on third party cloud. Different users have different resource needs depending upon diverse set of application installed
and time of use of these applications. Some users just use mobile devices for mail and messaging services whereas some user
watches youtube videos or play online games. Time of use of mobile applications also varies for different users. Most of
mobile devices do not use much CSP resources at night. Allocation of static mobile cloud resources to mobile customer will
result in either under or over utilization of resources. It will also decrease battery life of mobile device as well as increase
network data usage cost for mobile customer because resources are always allocated to mobile customer even when they
are not required. Therefore, resource allocation in mobile cloud environment should be dynamic in nature. There are two
types of dynamic resource allocation viz. proactive and reactive resource allocation. In proactive resource allocation,
resources are predicted before allocating to mobile customer. In this way, resources can be provisioned before they are
required. In reactive resource allocation, an action is taken in the response to some situation i.e. resources are provisioned
to mobile customer after need is raised. No predictive analysis is done in case of reactive resource allocation strategy.
Reactive resource allocation cause many issues such as delay in response, degraded performance and complex allocation
process. Proactive resource allocation is cost effective by preventing under and over utilization of cloud resources, increase
performance of application and helps CSP to easily manage the cloud infrastructure. Proactive resource allocation is best
suited for mobile cloud environment for its optimum and efficient resource management.

Main objective of proposed model involving three entities viz. Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Mobile Customer (MC) and
Independent Authority (IA) are:

� Involvement of independent third party cloud to ensure better mobile cloud resource allocation and quality of service for
MC.
� Representation of past, current and future allocated or predicted resources in a two dimensional matrix termed as

Resource Provisioning (RP) matrix. RP matrix assists in accurate resource prediction and resource bill calculation process.
� Prediction of mobile cloud resources for initial setup of mobile device depending upon the types of applications MC has

installed. It will help to allocate required cloud resources accurately even for the first time hence preventing cost wastage.
Future prediction is also more accurate due to correct initial allocation of resources.
� Continuous prediction of required mobile cloud resources using back propagation neural network. Therefore, it prevents

under and over utilization of mobile cloud resources.
� IA checks, compares and verifies resource usage bill computed by CSP using RP matrices stored over time. That results in

cost computation reliability for MC on mobile cloud environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the motivation for proposed model. Section 3 summa-
rizes the related works for optimized resource provisioning in a cloud environment and mobile cloud environment. In Sec-
tion 4, the model is proposed which is designed to solve the resource provisioning issues in the mobile cloud. Section 5
presents the experimental results and performance analysis of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Motivation

Motivation for the proposed model originated from many challenges of mobile cloud computing. This section discusses
various challenges related to mobile cloud computing and also explains how to overcome these challenges.
2.1. Cost of cloud services

CSP should provide an effective and efficient mechanism to run any mobile application over the cloud. Pay as use model is
employed by CSP for calculating cloud resource usage cost. Cost of cloud resource usage can be reduced if occupied resources
by MC are released when MC is ideal for prolonged duration of time. For example, if MC does not use cloud applications for
two (eight hours) out of six (twenty-four hours) quadrants of a day. Then, cloud resource usage cost for eight hours per day
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can be reduced if resources allocated to MC are released for that duration. Cloud resource usage for each set of quadrant of a
day can be stored. Usage rate of cloud resources can be easily computed by using these stored values. Allocated cloud
resources can be revoked from MC for those set of quadrants in which usage rate is below a threshold value.

2.2. Battery life of mobile device

Battery life is very important aspect in case of mobile cloud computing. It is very critical in the sense that if battery is fully
discharged, all operations will be stopped instantly for MC. Network services use most of the battery power due to continues
uploading and downloading of data. Battery life of mobile device can be increased by disconnecting mobile device from the
network when MC is not using the mobile device. Those quadrants can be predicted and mobile device can be put on power
saving mode. This will help to increase battery life of mobile device significantly.

2.3. Disconnection due to network or battery issues

Loss of connectivity of MC with CSP due to any network problem or complete battery discharge can cause two major
problems. Firstly, cloud resources kept allocated even for disconnected time which will increase cost of cloud service usage
unnecessary. Secondly, after mobile device reconnects to the network range, allocation of resources exactly same as previous
state are very crucial. These problems can be resolved by storing the state before disconnection and allocating same
resources from the stored state after device reconnects to the network.

3. Related work

Many resource provisioning issues in cloud computing and mobile cloud computing are same. So, related work is divided
into two parts viz. resource provisioning in cloud computing and resource provisioning in mobile cloud computing.

3.1. Resource provisioning in cloud computing

There are various models suggested to solve the problem of resource provisioning in cloud computing. The main aspect of
resource provisioning is dynamic allocation of resources in the cloud. In 2012, Kim et al. [7] proposed a solution for resource
provisioning in which they suggested ways for efficiently predicting the resources on the cloud. This model suggested the
use of previous usage history for predicting and allocating future required resources at the cloud. It makes use of the sliding
window concept and analyzes previous patterns to predict future patterns. But this model has several problems. There is a
lot of computational overhead involved in this approach. Moreover, this technique is comparatively complex and says noth-
ing about the type of resources required but our proposed technique appropriately takes examples with respect to types of
resources that can be used as a part of the allocation strategy at the cloud.

Also in 2012, Calheiros et al. [8,9] proposed a software platform named Aneka which helps to collect resources for the
cloud from heterogeneous sources including grids, desktop resources, public and private clouds therefore helping to achieve
the goal of efficient resource provisioning. They used scheduling and resource provisioning service which is responsible for
allocation of resources from various resource pools. But this system also has some serious issues. The model proposed in [8,9]
is based on deadlines. They calculated the speed of execution of the task and an estimated deadline time. If with the current
speed, the task is not going to complete within the specified deadline, then resources are rushed toward that task. Such sit-
uations can lead to inconsistency at the cloud because at one time, a lot of resources are idle but at another time, the cloud
resources are over utilized and locked in the process for its completion before deadline. Many such situations can lead to
collapse of the cloud, for example if more number of tasks need resources in emergency. Aneka model in [9] states that
the task can or cannot run to completion which indicates a sense of uncertainty associated with their technique. Moreover,
there are certain tasks that have to run to completion. There is no solution proposed for such tasks. In the Aneka model [8,9],
the time that it can take for the resources to get ready for allocation is also not considered. If a delay in resource allocation
occurs then more number of resources are required for deadline sensitive leases to complete the task on time.

In 2013, Sood [10] proposed a value based prediction model for resource provisioning in which a resource manager is used
for dynamically allocating or releasing a virtual machine depending upon the resource usage rate. The resource manager uses
sliding window to analyze the resource usage rate and to predict the system behavior in advance. By predicting the resource
requirements in advance, a lot of processing time can be saved. Earlier, a server has to perform all the calculations regarding
the resource usage that in turn wastes a lot of processing power thus decreasing its overall capacity to handle the incoming
requests. The main features of this model is that a lot of load is being shifted from the individual server to the resource man-
ager as it performs all the calculations and therefore the server is free to handle the incoming requests to its full capacity.

3.2. Resource provisioning in mobile cloud computing

In 2011, Deboosere et al. [11] proposed an algorithm for assigning resources from grid environment for mobile users.
They faced two problems viz. protocols used in LAN are not applicable to WAN for grid environment and selection of
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appropriate server for mobile so that it can provide quality of service to MC. They focused on network latency rather than
bandwidth of network because due to mobility nature of MC, network latency can increase significantly. The problem of
network latency is resolved by creating three managers viz. service manager, resource manager and server selection man-
ager at the provider central site. These managers are responsible for managing thin client grid dimension and appropriate
server selection.

In 2013, Park et al. [12] discussed the problem of resource provisioning in mobile cloud computing for big data applica-
tions. Applications running on mobile cloud are not efficient and fast due to low utilization of mobile computation power
and mobility nature. These challenges have been addressed by using two-phase mobile device group creation mechanism
based on cutoff points of entropy values for utilization and movement of mobile device. First phase consists of creating group
by collecting information from mobile devices. Total numbers of groups created are (n + 1)2 for n cutoff points. As number of
cutoff point increases, number of groups will also increase, resulting in overhead for group manager. This challenge has been
addressed in second phase. Second phase integrates similar groups so that number of groups remains manageable.

In 2013, Shiraz et al. [13] reviewed existing distributed application processing frameworks for smart mobile devices in
mobile cloud computing environment. They provided a thematic classification of all distributed application processing
frameworks into six main categories depending on area of use and theme of framework. All frameworks have been discussed
for the classifications described by the authors. They discussed issues and challenges in current frameworks and suggested
future areas for optimum distributed application processing frameworks development.

In 2014, Shiraz et al. [14] investigated the runtime overload on mobile device while offloading mobile applications over
the cloud. Before offloading mobile application on the cloud, it is profiled and partitioned for locating computational exten-
sive components. Profiling and partitioning require additional computation resources from mobile device. Runtime mobile
application offload mechanism is evaluated using smartsim and android application. Results show that CPU utilization of
mobile device increases when partitioning is done for mobile application.
4. Proposed model

Resource allocation becomes more complex in case of mobile cloud computing due to varying demand, network usage
cost and failure due to battery or network connection problems. Therefore, there is a need of some mechanism for the
successful resource prediction and thereafter allocation of the resources by the CSP to MC.

The proposed resource provisioning model presents a simple and a logical solution to the problems associated with
resource allocation in the mobile cloud. Fig. 1 shows the flow of information and main components of proposed model
involving three entities viz. Cloud Service Provider (CSP) cloud, Independent Authority (IA) cloud and Mobile Customer
(MC) device. Important components of each entity are shown and explained ahead in detail according to logical sequence
of information flow. Information flow sequence from 1 to 3 involving Initial Resource Estimation is one time process. It occurs
only when MC first time registers with CSP for mobile cloud services. It helps to allocate accurate mobile cloud resources
initially which helps to prevent unnecessary cost and assists in accurate future predictions also. Information flow sequence
from 4 to 8 is an iterative process which occurs throughout the lifecycle of mobile device using mobile cloud resources. Com-
ponents involved in information flow sequence 4–8 are responsible for allocation of resources, future resource prediction
and verification of resource usage bill generated by CSP. Fig. 2 shows the use case diagram of proposed model. It presents
major use cases, their dependencies and involvement with all three entities.
Fig. 1. Proposed model.



Fig. 2. Use case diagram of proposed model.
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4.1. Initial resource estimation

CSP should allocate required cloud resources to MC while registering for first time. In traditional mobile cloud model, sta-
tic resources are provided to all customers irrespective of their applications and phone. This component of proposed model is
used to estimate initial cloud resources required for first time depending upon type of phone and applications, MC wants to
install and execute. This creates a personalized mobile cloud environment for each new MC. Different questions are being
asked from MC as shown in Table 1 and based on answers to these questions, cloud resources are assigned to MC.
4.1.1. Requirement analysis
To use mobile cloud, MC approaches IA for an initial estimate of the required resources. IA asks a set of questions from MC

to get an idea about the requirements of MC. RP matrices for certain combinations of answers were already stored over the IA
cloud. Based on answers to the questions, IA predicts initial RP matrix. This component is responsible for questioning and
storing answers provided by MC. Set of questions along with sample answers are listed in Table 1. However, questions
can be added, removed or modified depending upon CSP and MC requirements.
4.1.2. Predict initial resources
Answers to questions stored in the Requirement Analysis component are used by this component to estimate initial

resources required by MC. Algorithm 1 used in this component compares current set of answers to previously stored set
of answers and find the closet match. RP matrix of closest match is used to allocate initial mobile cloud resources to MC.
Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of proposed algorithm to find closest match to current MC answers.

� MC_answer [5] is an array which stores answers of current MC with respect to questions enlisted in Table 1.
� similarity_factor[i] states the value of similarity for ith stored set of answers with the current MC answers for which

resource matrix has to be initialized.
Table 1
Question asks by IA from MC and their sample answers.

Questions Sample answers

1. What is operating system of mobile device? Android [1] or iOS [2] or Windows [3]
2. Number of high end graphic applications installed? 2 or 5 or 8 (any integer)
3. Number of real time application installed? 2 or 5 or 8 (any integer)
4. What is network connection of mobile device? 2G or 3G or 4G
5. Total size of installed applications? 0.5 or 1 or 1.5 (in GB)
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Initial estimation of resources

Step-I: IA asks set of questions from MC as listed in Table 1. Answers to these questions for current MC are stored in an
array with 5 elements named MC_answer[5].

Step-II: Similarity factor will be calculated with similarity_factor = 5 being the exact match.
Step-III: Current MC answers will be compared to stored set of answers. So, the loop starts with zero and runs till

similarity factor 5 is found or all stored set of answers are matched with current MC answers.
Step-IV: An array similarity_factor[i] will store the similarity factor of current MC answers to stored set of answers. If

value is 5, it is exact match.
Step-V: If exact match is not found then near to exact match is searched with similarity factor 4 or less.
Step-VI: Initial estimated resource provision matrix is returned for match found.
Step-VII: If no match is found a pre-defined default resource provision matrix is returned.

4.2. Allocating the estimated resources

After initial estimation is being done by IA, it sends a two dimensional Resource Provisioning (RP) matrix to CSP for allo-
cation of estimated resources to MC. Two dimensional matrix representation of past, current and future mobile cloud
resource is proposed in this paper. Proposed RP matrices help to store mobile cloud resource usage in a compatible and effec-
tive format. These RP matrices are used by artificial neural network learning program for predicting future mobile cloud
resources for a mobile device in each quadrant of the day. This section explains two dimensional representation of mobile
cloud usage in detail.

Fig. 4 shows two RP matrices. Fig. 4(a) shows the RP matrix send by IA to CSP after initial estimation. Rows of RP matrix
contains values for A, B, C and D where A stands for RAM in GB, B stands for processing speed in GF/S, C stands for bandwidth
in MB/S, D stands for storage capacity in GB. Column of RP matrix contains Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 representing six quad-
rants of four hours each in a day. Average value of ABCD is stored for six quadrants of a day in a two dimensional matrix as
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shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Fig. 4(a) shows a RP matrix providing initial estimation for allocating cloud resources for a MC
assuming device starts at Q1 quadrant of the day. Rest of entries are blank because MC has not been assigned any resources
for these quadrants of the day. As the day progress and MC uses its mobile device to run multiple applications, average cloud
resources used for each quadrant of day by MC are stored in the RP matrix of day-1 as shown in Fig. 4(b). Similarly, resources
for thirty days are stored in thirty matrices. Representation of resources required by MC in a two dimensional matrix is very
useful for machine as well as humans analysis.

4.3. Learning process

Requirement of cloud resources throughout the lifecycle of MC can vary with time. So, initial assigned resources are not
enough to serve MC needs continuously for longer period of time. CSP can dynamically allocate or withdraw cloud resources
depending on MC requirements. But scalability provided by CSP will not be efficient and fast as required in mobile cloud
environment. So, a prediction system is required which can proactively predict amount of resources required in future for
efficient and effective use of mobile cloud environment by MC. In proposed model, IA cloud uses a back propagation neural
network as shown in Fig. 5. It proactively predicts future RP matrix based on past usage of resources by MC.

Proposed model uses a back propagation neural network based learning process which predicts future RP matrices. Back
propagation is a systematic method for training multi-layer artificial neural networks. It is built on mathematical foundation
and has very good applications. The aim of network is to achieve a balance between the ability to respond correctly to the
input parameters and to provide better response to the inputs. Proposed model uses back propagation neural network
because it has a large set of inputs generated with each passing unit of time which will help the neural network to train
quickly and hence will result in better predictions. Fig. 5 shows a back propagation neural network for proposed model.
It has four input and output neurons and one hidden layer with three neurons. The process of training and prediction using
back propagation neural network in proposed model is divided into three iterative stages as shown in Fig. 6. Three stages are
Monitoring, Training and Prediction as explained ahead.

4.3.1. Stage 1: Monitoring
CSP allocates mobile cloud resources according to initial RP matrix estimated by IA based on Algorithm 1. Now, CSP will

dynamically allocate resources to MC as required and store updated RP matrix in monitoring component. After the end of
each day, CSP sends RP matrix of all quadrant of day to IA.

4.3.2. Stage 2: Training
Inputs to second stage of learning process are RP matrices send by CSP cloud to IA cloud. Learning process component

located at IA cloud will use these RP matrices to train back propagation neural network which will predict future resource
requirements. Predicted RP matrices by neural network at IA cloud will be compared with actual RP matrices send by CSP to
IA for generation of errors in prediction. These errors will be used by neural network at IA cloud to increase its precision of
prediction process.
Q1    Q2    Q3    Q4    Q5    Q6 Q1    Q2    Q3    Q4    Q5    Q6 

A       3 A   3      3       4       4       3       2 

B   2 B   2       3       3       4       3       2 

C   1 C   1       2       3       3       2       2 

D   3 D   3       3       2       3       2       1     

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Initial RP matrix for day-1 (b) Final RP matrix for day-1.

Fig. 5. Back propagation neural network for prediction.



Fig. 6. Neural based learning process.
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4.3.3. Stage 3: Prediction
This stage is final step of the iteration of learning process. IA will independently predict the resources required by MC in

future for each quadrant of a day using the trained back propagation neural network and helps CSP to eliminate under or
over utilization of cloud resources. After certain iterations, the precision of learning process at IA site increases and afterward
IA can predict required resource accurately leading to optimum resource provisioning in mobile cloud environment.

4.4. Resource billing calculation

Transparency in resource usage billing is an important challenge in both cloud computing and mobile cloud computing.
User cannot trust CSP if there is no method to authenticate cloud resource usage bill. In proposed model, a technique is used
in which IA can check, compare and verify the bill computed by CSP for any MC. It increases cost computation reliability of
mobile client for any mobile cloud environment.

4.4.1. Checking bill algorithm
CSP sends RP matrices of each day to IA. IA also stores predicted RP matrices generated by learning process for each MC. IA

independently calculates bill from predicted RP matrices. This bill is called predicted bill. IA will compare bill generated by
CSP with predicted bill for large differences. If difference between predicted resource usage bill and CSP generated bill is very
large, it means CSP intentionally sent wrong RP matrices or there is error in bill generation process. Algorithm 2 is used to
check, compare and verify resource usage bill in proposed model.

i represents four different cloud parameters used in RP matrices.
Mtotal is total unit of resource usage for any given parameter.
Aij is the value of ith parameter at jth RP matrix.
x states total number of RP matrices generated over a period of time.
Costi is cost of using ith resource parameter for a unit of time.
intial_setup describes cost for initial setup by CSP.
billi is total bill calculated for ith parameter.
Billpredicted is total bill calculated for all parameters by IA.
BillCSP is the bill computed by CSP.
BillVariation is variation in the bill calculated by IA and CSP.
Billstored[ ][ ] is a matrix which stores average bill of previous customers with same answers to set of questions listed in Table 1.
Algorithm 2: Checking bill generated by CSP

Input: Predicted RP matrices by IA, Bill Generated by CSP
Step-I: IA and CSP both store all RP matrices.
Step-II: for each Parameter i=1 to 4 nn calculate bill for individual parameter

Step-II.1: Calculate Mtotal using Mtotal ¼
Px

j¼0Aij

Step-II.2: Calculate the bill using billi = Mtotal � Costi + intial_setup
Step-III: for each parameter i = 1 to 4 nn calculate bill for all parameters

Step-III.1 calculate predicted bill using Billpredicted ¼
P4

i¼1billi
Step-IV: BillVariation = BillCSP - Billpredicted

Step-V: if(BillCSP� BillStored[][]orBillVariation > AcceptableVariation)
Step-V.1: There is unacceptable variation in bill. MC should query the CSP.
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5. Experimental setup and performance analysis

This section describes the experimental setup of proposed model discussed in Section 4. Experimental setup is divided
into three parts:

� Initialization of experimental setup.
� Initial resource estimation.
� Back Propagation Neural Network.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental setup of test bed used to evaluate the proposed model. Fifteen computers using Hadoop are
used to develop the cloud environment. Three different applications with different workload are used to test the proposed
model in Hadoop cloud environment. Experimental setup is explained in detail ahead.

5.1. Initialization of experimental setup

Hadoop with Map-Reduce is used to evaluate the proposed model for different mobile cloud applications. Hadoop envi-
ronment has been created using fifteen homogenous Acer Veriton v193hql desktops with Intel quad core i3 3220 CPU @
3.30 GHz, 4 GB of RAM and 500 GB of hard disk as shown in Fig. 7. One desktop is assigned as master node whereas all others
act as slave nodes. Hadoop 1.0.4 has been installed on each node running Ubuntu 10.04 operating system with Java 7.0 as
working environment. Three Map-Reduce jobs available with Hadoop source distribution are used for experimental purpose
viz. WordCount as CPU-intensive, Sort as I/O intensive and MRBench [15] as interactive application. To know the response of
experimental setup and initial estimated RP matrices, initially 200 MB of data is provided to WordCount and Sort application
whereas 100 concurrent jobs are provided to MRBench application. These applications are executed for ten minutes and
setup response is measured using Ganglia [16] monitoring tool. Initial resource usage of three applications as shown in
Table 2 are stored in RP matrices and feed to back propagation neural network for future prediction. Prediction is done
for 400 MB, 600 MB and 800 MB of data for WordCount and Sort applications and 200, 300, 400 concurrent requests for
MRBench application. Predicted values are shown in Table 2. Resource provision matrix is abbreviated as RPM in Table 2.

5.2. Initial estimation of resource provisioning matrix

Initial estimation of RP which is first step in proposed model is performed second in the experimental setup because to
test Algorithm 1, we need some already stored RP matrices. RP matrices generated in Section 5.1 are stored and used to test
the Algorithm 1.
Hadoop Setup

Slave
Nodes

Tested Applications

WordCourt Sort MRBench

CPU
Intensive Intensive

I/O Interactive

200 MB 400 MB 600 MB 800 MB 100 200 300 400

Master Node

1 2 3 14

Amount of Data Entered

Concurrent Jobs

Fig. 7. Test bed setup for proposed model.



Table 2
Initial estimation of different jobs.

WordCount Sort MRBench

Initial RPM Predicted RPM Initial RPM Predicted RPM Initial RPM Predicted RPM

200 MB 400 MB 600 MB 800 MB 200 MB 400 MB 600 MB 800 MB 100 200 300 400

Memory (in GB) 1 2 3 4 2 4 6 8 4 6 8 10
Processing Cycle (in GF/S) 1 2 3 4 2 4 6 8 4 6 8 10
Bandwidth (MB/S) 3 4 5 7 5 7 10 13 3 5 8 11
Storage (in GB) 10 10 15 15 10 10 15 15 20 25 30 35
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Application is developed for MC to submit answers to questions listed in Table 1. Initial estimated RP matrix is provided
based on answers to these questions. Algorithm 1 developed in Section 4.1 is tested to provide accurate initial estimated RP
matrix for current MC answers. Initial training set comprise of four RP matrices. After storing four initial RP matrices, fifty
requests were assigned to Algorithm 1 in every ten minutes of experiment. Larger the number of stored set, accurate will be
estimation for initial RP matrix. Fig. 8 shows increase in stored set of answers with respect to time in sixty minutes of exper-
iment. When number of stored set of answers increases, number of exact matches also increases as depicted in Fig. 9. Num-
ber of exact match of stored set of answers to MC current answers increases from eight to forty-three out of fifty requests in
sixty minutes of experiment. Accurate initial RP matrix prediction makes proposed model cost effective by preventing under
utilization of cloud resources as well as increases performance of mobile cloud by preventing over utilization of resources.

5.3. Back propagation neural network

Data is to be collected for training of back propagation neural network which will be used to predict future resource
usage. TPC-W [17] is a benchmark for e-commerce applications. It is used to generate synthetic workload for a session so
that resource provisioning and capacity planning can be done for any e-commerce application. A Java implementation of
TPC-W has been used for generation of synthetic workload for training of back propagation neural network in our proposed
model.

Back Propagation neural network shown in Fig. 5 is used in our proposed model. Neural networks are trained in matlab
using synthetic workload generated by TPC-W. Parameters used for back propagation neural network are learning rate
(q) = 0.6, number of hidden layer was one and number of hidden layer neurons were three. As, the experiment was con-
ducted for long duration, the precision rate of back propagation neural network is 86% after sixty minutes as shown in
Fig. 8. Number of stored set of answers.

Fig. 9. Number of requests find exact answers to set of questions.
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Fig. 10, which is very accurate and hence can prevent significant wastage of resources which takes place when resources
were reserved in advance for the MC. Errors generated are back propagated for better prediction in future. When the results
are calculated for the first ten minutes, the precision rate of neural network is 41% and after another twenty minutes, the
precision is over 58%. Consequently after sixty minutes, the precision is respectably above 86%, which leads to optimum
and effective use of resources therefore leading to a state of high optimization in mobile cloud.

After initial estimated RP matrix has been assigned to three applications as explained in Section 5.1, back propagation
neural networks were used to predict the future RP matrices. For understanding system behavior using trained neural net-
work, initially 200 MB data is transferred to WordCount and Sort application which is further increased by 200 MB after
every ten minutes. For MRBench application, 100 concurrent requests are allocated initially which are increased by 100 more
requests after every ten minute. Two separate experiments with and without use of back propagation neural network have
been conducted. Ganglia [16] have been used to monitor master and slave nodes for resource usage.

Fig. 11 shows the resource utilization of Hadoop cluster when trained back propagation neural network was used and RP
matrix was updated after every ten minutes as shown in Table 2. Hadoop cluster resource utilization and time taken to com-
plete job are measured constantly. Resource utilization was near about 90% throughout the experiment and applications
have also completed their task in due time when required resources are predicted using neural network as shown in Figs. 11
and 13. Whereas, Fig. 12 shows the resource utilization of Hadoop cluster when back propagation neural network was not
used. Initially assigned resource provisioning matrix has been used throughout the experiment. Resource utilization was
around 70% throughout the experiment while time required to complete task has been increased abruptly as shown in
Fig. 13.

Predicting required resources proactively allows getting many benefits over traditional mobile cloud environment. As
depicted by conducted experiments, jobs are completed in required time as well as Hadoop cluster is fully utilized prevent-
ing any resource wastage. It allowed all type of MC to use their respective applications without worrying about performance
issues as well as extra cost. This model will make mobile cloud a highly optimized entity.

5.4. Performance analysis and discussion

Mobile customers use different applications based on their needs. Same static cloud resources for all MC are not preferred
as it can cause under or over utilization of resources. To test proposed method, we use three different applications with dif-
ferent workload as shown in Fig. 7.

In traditional mobile cloud environment, same static mobile cloud resources are allocated to every device. But, use of
number of cloud resources depends on type of application used by MC. In proposed model, initial required resources are esti-
mated based on Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 compares current set of answers to stored set of answers for allocating initial
resources. Exact match with stored answers results in better estimation. As shown in Fig. 9, number of requests finding exact
answers to set of questions increases to acceptable extent in sixty minutes of experiment. This will result in better matching
of current set of answers with the passage of time as shown in Fig. 10 where forty-three out of fifty set of current answers
match exactly. 86% of exact match in sixty minutes of experiment makes proposed model more cost effective than traditional
mobile cloud which is based on the initial resource allocation only.

Traditional mobile cloud dynamically provision and withdraw resources as per MC requirements with some delay due to
configuring the resources. Also, required resources for MC follow a pattern in a day for example resource requirements
decreases during night and it is at maximum when MC is in office or working. Using traditional approach to assign same
set of resources throughout the day makes mobile cloud less cost effective. In proposed model, all resources are expressed
in a two dimensional matrix format as shown in Fig. 4. These RP matrices are used to predict the future resources as well as
train the neural network by back propagating the error. Fig. 10 shows the increase in precision rate using neural network in
proposed model. In sixty minutes of experiment, neural network predicts with 86% of accuracy which will prevent cost and
Fig. 10. Precision rate of back propagation neural network.



Fig. 11. Resource utilization with back propagation neural network.

Fig. 12. Resource utilization without neural network.

Fig. 13. Time to complete jobs.
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resources wastage due to under or over utilization of resources. Benefit of using neural network is shown in Figs. 11 and 13.
Resources are underutilized when neural network is not used as shown in Fig. 12 whereas resources are perfectly utilized
and there is no waiting queue when neural network prediction approach is used. The proposed model helps to achieve better
performance, extended battery life in mobile cloud environment with cost effectiveness and computation reliability.
6. Conclusion

Providing same static mobile cloud resources to all users is not efficient and cost effective method. In this paper, an effec-
tive model is proposed which creates a personalized and adaptive mobile cloud environment for all mobile cloud users
involving three parties viz. Mobile Customer (MC), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Independent Authority (IA). Questions
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are asked from MC to setup the mobile cloud environment in the initial phase. Thereafter, artificial neural network provided
by IA is used to predict proactively future resource usage.

Key component of proposed model is representation of cloud resources in a two dimensional matrix termed as Resource
Provisioning (RP) matrix. Past resource usage can easily be stored in RP matrices which can be effectively used by neural
network for future prediction. Accurate bill calculation can also be done using RP matrices over a desired period of time.
Accuracy of proposed model vastly depends on finding a pattern in cloud resource usage by a MC. Once neural network
is able to predict the pattern correctly, proposed model will be a highly optimized entity. Results from experimental setup
indicate effectiveness of proposed model.

In future work, a mobile application will be developed that will also consider different mobile parameters such as battery
life, hardware and network coverage along with RP matrix to predict required resources by MC.
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